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Szekeres has established the ex:stence of a skew-Hadamard malrix of order 2(9 + 1) in the case 
9 = 5 (mods), a prime power. His method utilized complemlcntary difference sets in the 
elementary abelian group of order 9. The main result of this paper is to show that, for the same 9, 
there exist skew-Hadamard matrices of order 2(9 + I) that are of rhe Goethars-Seidel type. This 
is achieved by using a cyclic relative difference set with parameters (9 + 1,4,9,:(9 - 1)). 
1. Introduction 
A Hadamard matrix H is a square matrix of order n with entries -t 1 and which 
satisfies HH’ = nl, where H* denotes the transpose of H and I is the n x n 
identity matrix. It is easy to see that for FI to exist n must be_ 1,2 or a multiple of 4. 
The smallest order for which the existence of a Hadamard matrix is still in doubt 
is 268. 
A Hadamard matrix H is said to be skew-Hadamard if W - I is skew-symmetric. 
Many families of skew-Hadamard matrices are known. A comprehensive list of 
references may be found in [9]. One result which is relevant to the topic of this 
paper is due to Sg::keres f6] who proved that if q is a prime power = 5 (mod 8) then 
there exists a skew-Hadcmard matrix of order 2(q + 1). Skew-Hadamard matrices 
of the same orders are constructed in this paper, but the method used and the type 
of skew-Hadamard matrix obtained are completely diRerent to that found by 
Szekeres. The method uses a construction due to Goethals and Seidel [3) who 
proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let R be the square matrix of order n whose ody non-zero entries 
SfltiTfy ri,n-x--i = rn__l,R_.l z I (0 S i 6 n -- 2). TClen if A, B, C, D are circulant t I 
matrices uf order n satisfying 
AAT+BBT+CCr+DDT=4nl, 
A BR CR DR * 
-BR A -DTR CTR 
If= (1.1) 
- CR D TR A -BTR 
I -DR -CTR BTR A a 
is a Hadamard matrix of order 4n. Further, if A - I is skew-symmetric then H is 
skew-Hadamard+ 
Whiteman [ll) used the above construction to obtain skew-HadaAmard matrices 
of rhe Goethal-Seidel type of order q + 1 where q is a prime power = 3 (mod8). It 
is perhaps worthwhile pointing ouu that Whiteman’s result (but not his proof) is 
contained implicitly in a paper of Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel ([I] Theorem 4.3 
(ii)). 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 1.2. If q = 5 (mod 8) is a prime power then there exists a skew -Hadamard 
matrix sf order 2(q + 1) of thee &cthais-Set!‘del type. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses relative difference sets which are described in the 
next section. (For further applications of relative difference sets to the construction 
of Hadamard matrices, the reader is referred to [4] and [5].) 
In his paper (61 Szekeres conectured that there exists a skew-Hadamard matrix 
of order 2(q + 1) when q is a prime power = 1 (mod8). It may be that the method of 
this paper can be adapted to prove this result, but the author has 150 far been 
unsuccessfu! in his attempts. 
2. Relative difference sets 
Definition 2.1. A set D = {d,, dz, . . ., dr, ) of k elements in an additive abelian 
group G of order rs is said to be a difference set in G relative to a subgroup H of 
ordler s if the elements of D are distinct coset representatives of W in G turd if for 
each g E G - H there exist exactly A pairs (&4) with dip dj E D sitlch that 
d, - dj = g. Such a relative difference set will be denoted by D(r, s, k, A ). For further 
details of relative difference sets see (2.1 which will be referred to for proofs of 
results used. 
The rational integer t is said to be a multiplier of the relative difference set 
D(r, s, k, A) if {td : d E D} = {d + g : d E ,D} for some g E G. If g = Q, D is said to 
be fixed bl~ t. For any x E G, D + x = [d + x : d E D) is called a translate of D. 
Observe that a translate of D is also a relative difference set in C with &e same 
parameters as D. 
in this paper we consider cyclic relative difference sets (i.e. relative d:%Ierence 
roup) with parameters (q + 1,4, qa, $(q - I)) where q 35 5 (mod 8) is a 
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prime power. The existence of these relative difference sets is guaranteed by 
Corollary 5.1.1 of 121. Also applying Tlheorem 7. f of (2) immediately ields I hat 9 is 
a multiplier of a D(9 + 1,4, I(9 - 1)) relative differenc.2 set in the cyclic group of 
order 4(9 + I), and by Theorem 8.2 of [2] we may assume D fixed by 9 (for there is 
a tran!;late of D fixed by 9 ). 
We require the following lemma. 
Leinma 2,2, tet D be a (q t 1,4, 9T :I(9 - 1)) cyclic relative diference set fixed by 9 
where 9 = 5 (mod 8). Then one and only one of 0,9 + 1,2(9 + l), 3(q + 1) belongs 
to D. 
Pmof II Since D is fixed by 9 the elements of D can be paired (d, qd) except when 
d = 9d (mod 4(q + I)), i.e. unless d (9 - I) = 0 (mod 4(9 + 1)) which is equivalent to 
d = 0 (mod (9 -I- 1)). Since the number of elements in D, namely 9, is odd, it follows 
that precisely one such multiple of 9 + 1 belongs to D (for the elements of D are 
incongruent mod{9 + 1)). This completes the proof. 
Following this lemma we may assume that 0 E D, for D + I(9 + 1) is also fixed by 
q for any integer 1. Also, it is a simple matter to see that the number of even 
integers in D is $(9 + 1) while the number of odd integers in D is $(q -- 1). 
Consider now the set D U D + 9 + 1; it has 29 distinct elements (mod4(9 -t 1)). 
For each i let ai denote the unique integer (mod8) such that 
s,(q + I)12 f i =O(mod8), (2.1) 
and for each i let 
Qj = 
d + a, (q + I)/2 
8 
mod 9 + 1 
2 
:d~DUD+q+l,d=i(mod8) 
We then have 
Lernmtl 2.3, 
(i) Dt = - as., 
(jj) x e Qi a - X g Qj, I jf j js Odd9 
(iii) x E L$ G3 - X E LX, 
(iv) Dj UDi+*=(0,1,2,...,(9-l)i2) jfi is euenm I 
Proof. (i) Suppose first that i is odd and that x E D,. Then there exists d E D U 
D + 9 + I such that d = i (mod 8) and d + a,fy + 1)/2 = 8~ (mod 4(9 + t; )). Since 
DtlD+9+1isfixedbyq itfollowsthatqdEDUD+9+1.Moreover9dE 
Si (mod 8). Thus there exists y E Ds, such that 9d + asi(q + I )/2 s 
8y (mod 4(q + I)). But asi = Sa* (mod S), so that 
8~ ES qd + 5ai (q + I)/2 (mod4(9 + 1)) 
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However, from (2.1) it is seen that i + 3~2, =0 (mod 4) since q = 5 (mod 8). Thus we 
deduce that y = - x (mod(q -t 1)/2) which proves that - Di c L& Replacing i by 
Si proves (i). 
(ii) Suppose x and - x both belong to Di. ‘Then there exist & dz E D U D + q + 
1 SUCK that d, = dz = i (mods) and 
[d, + ai (q c 1)/2] + [d2 + a, (q + 1)/Z] = 0 (mod 4(q + I)), 
which is equivalent to 
dl+ dr+ ai(q t l)=O(mod4(q + I)). (2 2) . 
However, dl, qd, both belong to 1) U D + q + I and 
d,+qd,=(q+ 114 = i(q + l)(modLE(q + 1)). (2.3) 
Thus from (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain 
qd, - dz = (i + a,)(q + l)(mod4(q + 1)) 
= 2(q + l)(mod 4(q + 1)). 
But this is impossible since the elements it)f D U I!3 + q + I are incongruent 
(mod2(q -+ 1)i. Hence x E Di + - x e Di. To pxove the converse, lobserve that 
XED# * -X$ED, gives fDiIg(q-1)/4* owever, since D U D + q + 1 con- 
tains q - t odd intkgers we have 
which shows that f D, I= (q -- I)/4 (i odd). This, together with x E Di %Z+ 
- XE D,, establishes (ii). 
To prove (iii), (iv), suppose now that i is even. Let x E D, so that d + 
a,(q+1)/2=8x(mod4fq+l)) for some dE,DUD+q-+l, d-i(mod8). Then 
qdEfND+q+l and qd=Si= i (mods), since i is even. Thus there exists 
y E D, such that qd + ai(q + I)/2 = 8y (mod 4tq + I)). However, 8(x + y)= 
(q + l)(d + a,) = 0 (mod 4(q + 1)). Thus y = - x (mod (q + 1)/2) and (iii) is proved. 
Finally, to prove (iv) we show that 
D‘ n la+4 = B (i even). I2 4) . 
For suppose not. Then there exist d,, dz cz D Li D + q + 1 such that hi JS i (moda), 
d,=i +4(mod8) and 
d, + a,(q + 1)/2 = dz + a,+d(q + 1)/2 (mod 4(q + 1)). 
Then 
d,- dp(a,+,-- ai)(q + I)/2 (mod 4(q + 1)) 
= 2(q f l)Clmod4(q + I)), 
which, as has been pointed out before, is 
if D has nn integers congruent o 0 (mot’ 
;ible. 
tt2 integers congnrent o 2 (mod 4) 
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then rto+n+ &J + I). Also, it follows that 23 + q + 1 has nz integers congruent to 
0 (mod 4) and nr, integers congruent to 2 (mod 4). Hence 1 D, I+ 1 D, +., 1 =: n,, + n2 = 
i(q -f- I)(‘f 1 i is even j. This together with (2.4) completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now in a position to prove: 
Theorem 2.4. If there exists J cyclic relative diference set D with parameters 
(q + 1,4, q,$(y - 1)) where q = S (m.od 8) then there exists a skew-Hadamard matrix 
of order 2(q + 1) of the Got~thals-Seidel type. 
Proof. Let q+1=2m so that m =3(mod4) and let 4(x)= 
z dED xd (modx”” - 1) be the Halli polynomial for D. Then 
4(x)4(x ‘)=a??8 - 1 + $Cm - l)(TH&) - T4(xzm))(mod xRm - l), (2.5) 
where 7’,(x) = 1 + x + x’+ l l - + x’? Hence 
(l+ x”“)(l + xhm)4(x)4(x-‘) = 2(2m - l)+ 2(m - l)(T*,,, (x)- T.,(xZm)) 
+ (2m - 1)(x’” + xhm)(modxR” - 1). (2-h) 
Note that (1 + x”“)cfr(x) is the incidence polynomial for the set D U D + q + I = B, 
say. Let Bi = {b E B : b = i (mod@} and wrk 4,(x)= &,oe,~b (mod xHm - I). 
Then, picking out the eighth powers of x from (2.6) yields 
2 +(x)&(x-‘)=2m +‘2(m - l)Tm(x”)(anodx’” - 1). (2.7) 
Now let &(x8) = 4Jx)x”im (mod xSm - l), so that (2.7) becomes 
,‘$ $,(x)+,(x-‘)-2m + 2(m - l)Tm(x)(modx” - 1). 
w? 
(2.8) 
It is a simpk maker to see that e,(x) = xliED,xr’ (mod x’” - 1) where D, is as in 
’ Lemma 2.3 (with lpi =I (q + 1)/2). Then Lemma 2.3 can be expressed in terms of the 
i. JFi (x) as follows 




(ii) +$(X)-t /&(x”“)= T,(X)- 1 (modx” _ I), 1 if i is odd, 
(iii) &(x) s $,(x-“)(msdx” - 1), 
I 
(2.9) 
(iv) et(n)+ &&)= ~T,(x)(modx” - I), if i Is even* 
Using these formulae in (2.8) we obtain, after simplification. 
2, &(x)&(x-‘) 5 m - Tm (x)(1 - @J(X) - +X(X)) (mod x m - I). ip 
ThUS 
2 (Z&(x)- Tm(x))(2@t(x-‘)- T,,(x) s 
s 
= 4m + 4T,,,(x)(m -- l- &(x)-- &(x))(modx” - 1). 
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However, if i is odd ?‘,‘,(x)Jli@) sf(m - 1) T, (X)(ITIO~ x m - I), so we finally 
obtain 
&za(x)-- T,(x))(~&(x-I)- Tm@))=4m (modx" -- 1). 
TIM if 2&(x)- 7rm(x)= ho+ bilx + l . . + bj,,-txm-f (modx” -I), the circulant 
~lt x m matrices Bo, B,, BZ, & whose first rows are (bio, bit, . . .) &m-,1) (0 s i s 3) are 
4 1 matrices which satisfy X:=0 BiB T = 4~11. 
Condition (2.9) ensures that BO and Br are symmetric, while & + I and Bs f I are 
both skewosymmet tic. 
Hence if we take A = -&, B = Ba, C = &, D = & in (II), the resulting 
matrix H of order 4m = 2(q + 1) is skew-Hadamard of the Goc:thals-Seidel typ. 
This prcjves the theorem. 
AC, was mentioned earlier, cyclic relative difference sets with parameters 
(q + 1,4, q, f(q - 1)) elvist if q = 5 (mod@ is a prime power. Thus we have con- 
structed a (new) infinite family of skew-Hadamard matrices of the Goethals-Seidel 
type- Also, in her paper (81, Wallis defines G-matrices and uses them extensively in 
consrructing Baumert-Ha11 arrays. The matrices Ba, &, BI + I arad Bs + I above 
are G-matrices, being members of the first infinite cLass of such matrices to be 
foflnd. 
Example 2.5. It is easy to verify that the set ’ D = {O, 1,3,4,6,12,13, 
22,2;3,37,39,44,52} is a cyclic relative difference set with parameters (14,4, 
13,311 in the cyclic group of integers modulo 56. The sets DO, I?*, &, II.1 of 
Lemma 2.3 are (mod 7) Do = (O}, Lf, = {1,3, S}, Dt = (2,3,4,5), D, = (2, 37 6) 





1, - denotes - 1). This yields a skew-Hadamard matrix of order 2(13 + 1) == 28 
the GcFethaIs6eid~P-l type. 
Final remarks 
Using similar arguments the following two results (implicit in [ 11) can be proved: 
is a prime puwer) than there exists a skew-Hadamard 
Goethgls-Seidel type. 
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matrix of urder 4u of the 
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